Describing Maps and Directions - the same or different

Decide if the words and phrases on the same line have the same or different meanings. If there are more than two, they are either all the same or all different.

Places
- Department/ Department store
- Market/ Supermarket
- Building/ Office building
- Elevator/ Lift
- Downtown/ In the town centre
- In the suburbs/ On the outskirts

Movements/ Actions
- Turn left/ It’s on your left
- It’s on the right hand side/ It’s on the right
- Turn right/ Take a right
- Take the third turning on the left/ Take the third street on the left/ Turn left at the third corner
- Go straight along this road/ Follow this road
- Don’t cross the road/ Stay on the same side of the road
- Go through the park/ Go past the park
- You’ll find us on the third floor/ Please come up to the third floor
- Please use the intercom to gain access to the building/ Please buzz us when you get here
- Please click on this link to find a map/ You can find a map at this address

Prepositions/ Positions
- Opposite the station/ In front of the station
- Near/ In the vicinity of/ Close to
- Near a convenience store/ Next to a convenience store
- Right next to a bank/ Next to a bank
- In the town centre/ At the centre of town
- In the town centre/ Within the town centre
- To the northwest/ In the northwest
- On the corner/ In the corner
- At Shinjuku/ In Shinjuku
- At Oxford Street/ On Oxford Street
- Along the river/ Across the river
- On the opposite side of the road/ On the other side of the road
- On your left as you approach our building/ To the left of our building

Others
- Is located/ Is situated
- Locates/ Is located

Use the same language for giving directions:
From your office to this room/ From an airport to this place/ From the nearest station (getting off the train) to this room

What kind of grammatical forms would you use to give directions? How would you start and end those kinds of emails?